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Overview: What is a Real Estate GP Fund (“GP Fund”)? 

 Real estate managers or property developers (the “Sponsors”) are

often required to fund a portion of the money raised from institutional

investors and other third-party partners, including a significant portion

of the total equity of a given venture.

 The traditional real estate private equity structure requires that

Sponsors provide a substantial portion of the equity capital (up to

20%) used to acquire and develop properties – this is the “sponsor

equity”.

 Similarly, it is standard practice for GPs managing a real estate

private equity fund to also make a financial commitment to the fund

on the same basis as the fund’s investors.
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?

 Why are the Sponsors required to put their own capital at risk?

 Gives the Sponsor “skin in the game”.

 Aligns the interests of the Sponsor and the outside investors.

 Mitigates the risk of the Sponsor making unwise decisions 

concerning the investment.

 Incentivizes the Sponsor to make successful investments.
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?

 A GP Fund provides Sponsors with an additional source of capital for

required equity investments.

 The principals at a Sponsor may not have sufficient personal capital

to fulfill their obligations across all projects.

 Sponsors can look to raise all or a portion of the commitments

otherwise required to be funded by the Sponsor from outside

investors in a JV, provided that the other parties to the transaction

agree to this arrangement.
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?

 Real estate investment vehicles are typically structured as single-property or 

programmatic joint ventures. 

 The Sponsor identifies a single property or properties to acquire and 

develop or reposition.

 A JV entity – typically an LLC or an LP – is formed for the project(s).

 The Sponsor provides the “sponsor equity” portion of the total equity 

capital required for the project(s).

 Insurance companies and other institutional investors will typically 

provide the balance of the total equity capital required for the project(s), 

which is typically pari passu with the sponsor equity.

 A bank or other lender provides the debt financing for the project(s), 

typically structured as mortgage debt that is secured by a first lien on the 

property.

 Investor authorization is required for the JV’s acquisition of the property 

(or properties), which is typically done through a single member LLC 

wholly-owned by the JV.
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?

 A threshold issue for a Sponsor considering the use of a GP Fund is whether 

the outside investors in the underlying JVs (the “Outside Investors”) are 

comfortable with a portion of the sponsor equity coming from third party 

capital, rather than all from the Sponsor’s own funds.

 Some Outside Investors require the Sponsor to have “skin in the game” 

by investing a substantial amount of the Sponsor’s own funds in the 

underlying JV.

 “Skin in the game” is less important to other Outside Investors.

 The source of capital used by the Sponsor to make its equity contribution to 

the JV is material information to Outside Investors. Therefore, use of a GP 

Fund should be disclosed to Outside Investors in the JV’s investment 

documents. 

 This disclosure can lead to difficult discussions between the Sponsor and 

the Outside Investors as it can raise fundamental questions of risk and 

reward.
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?

 Why invest in a GP Fund?

 Investing in a GP Fund, rather than in the underlying JV, can be 

attractive to investors because GP Funds may offer investors 

greater financial return and diversification of their portfolio. 

 The Sponsor typically receives a larger percentage of the JV’s 

profits relative to the amount invested as compared to the outside 

investors.

 The larger profit percentage is attributed to the Sponsor’s 

active role in sourcing and managing the JV’s investments. 
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Overview: What is a GP Fund?

 Commercial considerations – target investments

 A GP Fund can be formed to invest in a single JV or a set of 

investments from multiple JVs that pursue the same strategy.

 A Sponsor may identify the GP Fund’s investments in advance or 

the GP Fund may invest in a blind pool.

 The GP Fund may have diversification and leverage limitations 

and may need to comply with specific allocation policies (similar 

to a private equity fund).
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Key Fund Terms – Fees

 The fees paid to the GP of a JV may include:

 An asset management fee

 Real estate fees (e.g. construction management, development, 

financing, leasing, property management, etc.)

 Guarantee fees

 The GP Fund may share in the GP’s asset management fees and/or 

carried interest.

 The GP Fund will not typically share in the real estate fees.
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Key Fund Terms - Fees
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 Investors in the GP Fund may pay carried interest and/or asset 

management fees to the GP.

 Sponsors of GP Funds that invest in more than one underlying JV 

typically receive management fees (either directly or through an 

affiliated management company) similar to other types of private equity 

funds.

 As is the case for other types of private equity funds, the management 

fees of GP Funds are typically calculated as a percentage of the Fund’s 

total capital commitments until the end of its investment period and a 

percentage of the Fund’s total invested capital for the remainder of its 

term (the percentage typically ranges from 1.5 to 2%).

 Sponsors of GP Funds that invest in a single underlying JV may also 

receive management fees from the GP Funds, which may be based on 

the amount invested and may be paid periodically or as a one-time fee

upon closing the investment. 



Key Fund Terms – Distribution Structure

 GP Funds typically employ the customary private equity fund 

distribution structure:

 Return of capital

 Preferred return on invested capital

 Remaining profits are divided between the investors and the 

Sponsor according to an agreed-upon split ratio.

 The investor/Sponsor profit split ratio sometimes changes in favor of 

the Sponsor as successively higher internal rate of return (IRR) 

hurdles are reached. 

 GP Fund investors may have returns capped

 E.g. 100% of distributions go to the GP after the GP Fund 

investors receive a 15% return on their capital

 This functions more like a high interest loan or preferred equity, 

rather than common equity.
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Key Fund Terms – Distribution Structure 

 There may be a “catch up” when GP Fund investors receive their 

preferred return, so that the Sponsor ultimately receives the 

agreed-upon percentage of the GP Fund’s total profits. 

 The profit split between the Sponsor and the GP Fund investors 

may be determined on an investment-by-investment basis or on 

an aggregate basis for all underlying JV investments. 
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Key Fund Terms – Promote and Carried Interest

 In some GP Funds, investors are entitled to the proceeds received from 

the underlying JVs attributable to their invested capital, but investors do 

not share in promote payments paid to the GP from the underlying JVs.

 GP Fund investors still receive the benefits of diversification, the 

ability to participate in real estate investments to which they would 

not otherwise not have access, and access to underwriting of those 

investments by both the Sponsor and sophisticated institutional 

investors. 

 However, GP Fund investors more commonly receive all or a portion of 

the underlying JVs’ promote payments.

 The rationale is that, without sharing in the promote, the GP Fund 

investors would not have any incremental economic benefit, as 

compared to investing directly in the underlying JVs.
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Key Fund Terms – GP Obligations

 GP Fund investors are usually not responsible for any of the 

“nonrecourse carveout” and/or “completion” guarantees provided by 

Sponsors to lenders in connection with debt financings obtained by 

the underlying JVs, including: 

 Non-recourse carve outs

 Personal guarantees

 Carry guarantees

 Completion guarantees

 Environmental guarantees

 Note that the above are largely within the Sponsor’s control, subject 

to development risk and other external factors. 
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Key Fund Terms – GP Obligations

 Sometimes, Sponsors are able to persuade their lenders to accept the GP Fund as 

the guarantor of those obligations, rather than the sponsor entity or its principals 

providing the guarantees.

 The rationale is that the GP Fund, through its capital commitments, may have 

more substantial financial resources than the Sponsor and its principals.

 However, sometimes, the GP Fund investors do not want the GP Fund to provide 

investment-level debt guarantees because that otherwise cross-collateralizes GP 

Fund investments.

 Sponsors may cite a GP Fund’s lack of responsibility for debt guarantee or cost 

overrun obligations as part of the rationale for the GP Fund not sharing all or part of 

the promote payments received from the underlying JVs with the GP Fund 

investors.

 Therefore, GP Fund investors might not agree to fund them, or might agree to fund 

them but receive enhanced economics in return, which means it is the GP’s risk to 

bear.

 When borne, these amounts may be “inside” or “outside” of commitments to the GP 

Fund.
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Key Fund Terms – Exit Mechanics and Liquidity

 Most GP Funds are structured as closed-end vehicles

 GP Funds may also be structured as open-end vehicles with a “slow-

pay” mechanic:

 The Investors commit capital over time.

 The Sponsor can continue to reuse/reinvest the capital until an 

investor submits a redemption request, at which time the GP’s right 

to recycle such investor’s capital is suspended.

 Redemption requests do not get paid out immediately or within a 

fixed period.

 As projects are realized, the redeeming investor gets its share of the 

capital paid out, rather than reinvested.

 As investors redeem, the Sponsor needs to find replacement capital 

and accept additional subscriptions. 

 This open-end structure is less compatible with payment of a carried 

interest, and may also require external valuations.
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Key Fund Terms – Exit Mechanics and Liquidity

 Closed-ended GP Funds are more common and may have a 

longer term than a typical private equity fund (e.g., 10 years or 

more).

 Some Sponsors may elect to include an even longer term for their 

GP Funds (e.g., 15-20 years) with buyout/redemption rights for 

the investors who want to exit sooner.

 The overall term is largely dependent on the Sponsor’s strategy.

 For example, GP Funds expecting to indirectly invest in 

development projects may hold the investments through 

stabilization and may require longer terms than those GP 

Funds expecting to invest in projects to be sold immediately 

following the development phase.
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Key Fund Terms – Contributions and Distributions
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 GP Fund capital contribution and distribution provisions typically correspond to 

those of the underlying JVs.

 The GP Fund’s commitment period matches those of the underlying JVs. 

Accordingly, the GP Fund can call capital from its investors when the underlying 

JVs call capital from the Sponsor.

 GP Fund investors are typically required to fund their capital contributions to 

the GP Fund within the time period in which the Sponsor is required to make its 

sponsor equity contributions to the underlying JVs. The penalties for failure to 

fund typically correspond to the default provisions in a standard PE fund.

 GP Funds typically also make capital calls to cover any GP Fund-level 

expenses not satisfied out of distributions received by the GP Fund from the 

underlying JVs.

 Subject to holdbacks to cover GP Fund-level expenses, whether directly or to 

replenish reserves, distributions are typically made by the GP Fund to its 

investors within a short time after the GP Fund receives distributions from the 

underlying JVs.



Key Fund Terms – GP Removal

 GP Fund investors will expect basic governance provisions, including 

the right to remove the Sponsor/general partner.

 Typically, the Sponsor of the GP Fund can only be removed for “cause”. 

 “No fault divorce” removal of the Sponsor is typically not allowed 

 “Cause” threshold is high because the Other Investors in the 

underlying JVs require continued Sponsor involvement.

 Removal of the Sponsor from the GP Fund creates special issues

 JV equity and financing documents will typically include change of 

control provisions.

 Removal of the Sponsor at GP Fund level should be qualified so 

that such removal will not trigger the underlying JV to violate 

these change of control provisions.

 Regulatory Compliance considerations.
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Key Fund Terms – Investors’ Decision-Making Rights
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 Although the GP Fund investors are investing in the entity that makes

the investment decisions for the underlying JVs, the GP Fund investors

are typically passive investors that do not participate in that decision-

making process.

 Any active management by the GP Fund investors would likely

raise issues with the Other Investors in the underlying JVs.

 Other Investors premise their decision to invest in a JV based on

the Sponsor’s track record, judgment and investing acumen.

 GP Fund investors could be viewed as interfering in the Sponsor’s

decision-making process.

 The Other Investors (particularly institutional investors) typically have

substantial veto rights relating to a JV investment and can often

unilaterally force a sale of the property or a buy-sell process.

 This risk factor must be disclosed to GP Fund investors.



Key Fund Terms – Investors’ Decision-Making Rights 
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 GP Fund investors may want consent rights over “major decisions” with 

respect to the underlying JV(s), including:

 The right to approve new projects and expenditures

 Control over budgets

 Consent over financing documents, etc.

 Any investor consent rights in the GP Fund that affect governance at the 

JV level should be disclosed to the JV partners.

 For example, if the GP Fund represents the 5% in a 95-5 JV, the 

capital partner may have the right to both propose and approve 

certain major decisions without the approval of the operating 

partner. 

 At a minimum, GP Fund investors can only have consent rights over an 

action a the JV level to the extent that the Sponsor has control over the 

same.

 Example: If the JV partner triggers a sale, what consents are 

needed from GP Fund investors to make the election to be a buyer 

or seller? 



Key Fund Terms – Information Rights
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 Information Rights

 GP Funds typically provide their investors with similar reporting to 

other private equity funds.

 GP Fund investors typically receive:

 Quarterly and annual GP Fund-level financial statements

 Quarterly and annual summary reports on each of the 

underlying JVs, 

 GP Fund investors do not typically receive property or JV-level 

reports.

 If requested, certain carveouts must be included for confidential or 

other protected information.

 The Sponsor may need to obtain the approval of the Outside 

Investors in the underlying JVs to provide such investment-specific 

information to the GP Fund investors.



Regulatory Compliance
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 Regulatory Compliance

 Like private equity funds, GP Funds are required to comply with 

federal and state securities laws:

 The Securities Act of 1933

 State Blue Sky laws

 The Investment Company Act of 1940 

 The Investment Advisers Act of 1940 

 Key Legal Issue: Will the Sponsor be required to register as an 

Investment Adviser?



Key Legal Issue: Will the Sponsor Be Required to Register as 

an Investment Adviser?

 Registration will be required if the Sponsor advises others or receives 

compensation with respect to the purchase or sale of securities.

 The GP Fund’s investment in each JV must not be considered a 

“security” under the Advisers Act if the GP does not want to 

register.

 The GP Fund’s investments in the JVs would be deemed “securities” 

if the GP Fund “relies solely on the efforts of others” to create value 

(Howey).
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Key Legal Issue: Will the Sponsor Be Required to Register as 

an Investment Adviser? 

 Certain rights in the underlying JV strengthen the argument that the 

GP Fund is not relying “solely on the efforts of others” to create value, 

including the right to: 

 Approve annual budget and expenditures

 Approve expenditures over a certain amount

 Approve the purchase or sale of an investment

 Approve the selection of accountants and auditors

 Approve any transfer of interests 

 Appoint officers to a project (if project has designated executive 

officers)

 Obtaining these rights supports the view that the GP Fund’s 

investment in a JV is not a security. 

 The argument is complicated by a JV partner’s ability to remove the 

GP.
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Key Legal Issue: Will the Sponsor Be Required to 

Register as an Investment Adviser? 

 Other Factors: Control of the JV 

 If the GP Fund (i) invests in the general partner of each JV, and 

(ii) through its investment in the general partner, has the right to 

control each of the JVs, the GP Fund’s interests in the JV should 

not be considered securities.

 The GP Fund controls the JV general partner and, therefore, 

indirectly controls the underlying JVs.

 Generally, the GP Fund investors are passive investors with 

purely economic interests and do not have the ability to indirectly 

control the JV

 However, in the event that the Sponsor is removed as the 

general partner of the GP Fund for cause, the GP Fund 

investors may have the right to appoint a replacement general 

partner of the GP Fund. 
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Key Legal Issue: Will the Sponsor Be Required to 

Register as an Investment Adviser? 

 Not desirable to an Outside Investor for a replacement GP of the GP Fund to have 

indirect control rights over the JVs

 JV agreements may include a provision that automatically transfers control of 

the JVs to a Sponsor affiliate if the Sponsor is removed as the general partner 

from the GP Fund. 

 JV agreements may provide for the transfer of control of the JVs to a Sponsor 

affiliate in the event that the GP Fund’s direct or indirect interests in the JVs are 

otherwise transferred to a party that is not affiliated with the Sponsor.

 In the event that the GP Fund is removed as the general partner of a JV but retains 

its economic interest, the GP Fund’s interest in the JVs would be deemed to be a 

“security” for purposes of the Advisers Act

 The Sponsor would need to either register as an investment adviser or rely on 

an exemption from registration. 

 This risk could be mitigated by requiring the Other Investors to buy out the GP 

Fund’s economic interest in the JV in the event that the GP Fund is removed as 

the general partner of the JV vehicle.
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